NEW CONTAINERS terminal at Mariel’s Special Development Zone, the largest non-touristic investment in recent years.
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Some opening words
Dear readers

F

or the first time after more than five decades of antagonism and distancing from one another, the U.S. and Cuba
have crossed the threshhold of change.
Some basic steps have been taken since the thaw of CubaU.S. relations that began on December 17, 2014, in the difficult road to build confidence between the two geographic and
historical neighbors: reestablishing formal diplomatic relations, establishing communications links, connecting individuals in the two nations, expanding academic collaboration, and lifting some restrictions to trade.
The short distance traveled to date is merely the beginning of a long, tortuous
and unknown road that eventually should lead to a positive relationship, in
which suspicion and rancor might exist for some time but not to the extent that
they would derail mutually beneficial relations.
The thaw in diplomatic relations has generated an intense interest among
businessmen in the U.S., Europe, Asia and Latin America in entering the Cuban
market. They assess the Cuban market as potentially providing the greatest
commercial opportunities in the Caribbean region in the next few years, principally because of Cuba's privileged geographic position, its natural resources and
the high level of education of its human resources.
Still ahead are the challenges of opening trade and investment relations to a
scale that will reach persons of all social strata in both sides of the Florida
Straits. Convinced that changes in that direction are forthcoming, The Havana
Consulting Group has prepared the THCG Business Report to keep you informed about the course of the improvement in relations, the doors that are
opening, and particularly about the characteristics of a market that is so near
and so unknown.
Published bimonthly, THCG Business Report is required reading for any
company or investor interested in knowing about the opportunities of doing
business in the island, how to manage risk and ways to compete in the Cuban
market.
THCG Business Report relies on a multidisciplinary team of experts with different backgrounds specializing in marketing, legal issues, and business development. These experts have studied all aspects and sectors of the Cuban market
from inside and outside the island for more than 30 years.
Each issue of THCG Business Report will contain information not available
anywhere else originating from our own research and analysis of the Cuban
market. The approach of our experts is objective, based on serious analysis of
real and transparent business situations. The information and analysis will assist you in assessing the Cuban market and making your own decisions.
Without further ado, we put in your hands the first
issue of THCG Business Report.
Emilio Morales
Presidente y CEO
The Havana Consulting Group & Tech LLC

Investment Deficit: Implications for Future Growth
By Jorge Pérez-López

T

he impor tance of investment
in determining the future
growth path of an economy
cannot be overstated. As opposed to
current consumption, which comprises
the goods and services produced by
an economy that the population or the
government uses up (consumes) in a
cer tain period of time, investment (or
gross capital formation) reflects the
construction or acquisition of plant
and equipment and improvements in
infrastructure that will yield an economy's production of a future stream
of goods and services.
Economists generally consider the
ratio of gross capital formation to the
gross domestic product (GCF/GDP) as
an indicator of future growth of an
economy. Economists posit that the
higher this ratio, all things being the
same, the stronger will be the future
growth performance of an economy.

Cuba's GCF/GDP Ratio
Writing in 2006, economist Omar
Everleny Pérez Villanueva observed
that robust economic performance in
Cuba would require achieving capital
accumulation (GCF) ratios of about
25% of GDP, roughly the ratio recorded between 1975 and 1989. Table 1
shows Cuba's GCF/GDP ratios (in percent) for the period 2009-2014. From

Robust economic growth in
Cuba requires Gross Capital Formation/Gross Domestic Product
ratios of about 25 percent
it with other countries in the region
and with fast-growing countries. According to information provided by
each Latin American and Caribbean
country to the Economic Commission
for Latin America and the Caribbean
(ECLAC), over the 6-year period
2009-2014, the regional average ranged from 19.3% in 2009 to 21.3% in
2013, exceeding 20% in every year except for 2009. Three of the fastest-growing economies in Latin America -Chile, Colombia and Peru -- had gross
fixed capital formation to GDP ratios
exceeding 25% every year since 2010,
with this ratio peaking in Chile at
28.7% in 2012, Colombia at 27.6% in
2013, and Peru at 35.2% in 2013.
Meanwhile, Cuba's GFC/GDP ratio
was consistently below the worst-performing Caribbean and Central American nations -- Dominican Republic, El
Salvador and Guatemala -- and significantly below Costa Rica, Honduras, Nicaragua and Panama. With respect to
fast growing developing countries, the
GFC/GDP ratio in 2014 was 46% for
China, 32% for India, and 27% for Vietnam.

Cuba's Investment Deficit
and Foreign Investment

a low level in 2009 of 10.9% in 2009,
the GCF/GDP ratio fell to 10.1% in
2010, 8.5% in 2011 and 8.6% in 2012,
rose to 9.4% in 2013 and dropped
sharply to 7.6% in 2014. The latter
GCF/GDP ratio, while not the lowest
in Cuban history -- it was about 5% of
GDP during the special period -- never theless is extremely low in historical perspective.
Another way to look at the level of
Cuba's GCF/GDP ratio is to compare

Cuba's leadership has focused on attracting foreign investment to plug the
very serious investment gap. Economist Juan Triana has posited that the island needs $3 billion in foreign
investment annually “in order to reach
an adequate productive phase.” Elsewhere, Triana has argued that Cuba
needs to increase its gross capital formation by about 15 percentage points
-from about 7-8% to 22-23%- in
order to be able to generate a growth
rate of about 4% per annum.
Somewhat lower estimates of the
gap have been made by Cuban government officials. Minister of Foreign

Trade and Foreign Investment Rodrigo
Malmierca stated in early 2014 that
Cuba needs to attract between $2 billion and $2.5 billion in foreign investment annually in order for the
economy to grow at the 7% per
annum rate planners have set as a target for the next few years. “If the economy does not grow at levels around
7%,” said Malmierca, “we are not going
to be able to develop." And Vice President of the Council of Ministers Marino Murillo told the National
Assembly in March 2014, in the lead
up to consideration by that body of
the new foreign investment law, that
Cuba required around $2.5 billion per
annum in foreign investment in order
to "stimulate development that would
result in prosperity and sustainability of
Cuba's socialist socio-economic
model."
The levels of foreign investment that
Cuba is seeking to attract are quite
significant by historical standards. Although time series statistics on foreign
investment over extended periods are
not available because Cuba has not regularly published such statistics, it can
be estimated that incoming investment
amounted to roughly $2 billion over
the time span 1993-2001, or roughly
$224 million per annum ($233 million
per annum for 1996-2001, after the
passage of the 1995 foreign investment
law). The only recent datum originates
from a statement by the then-Minister
of Foreign Investment who estimated
that incoming investment amounted to
a record-high $981 million in 2006,
22% higher than a year earlier (suggesting that incoming foreign investment
in 2005 was roughly $765 million).
Economist Pérez Villanueva has estimated that cumulative committed (i.e.,
promised, which could be lower than
actually realized) foreign investment
through 2012 amounted to about $5
billion. Compare these historical investment levels to the $2.5 billion per
annum in foreign investment that
Cuban officials indicate is the minimum
amount that Cuba requires for sustainable growth.
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Caribe), Spanish company ProFood
(food and beverages for the tourism
industry) and two Belgian companies
one in the field of logistics and the
other in technology. There is no indication of the overall dollar value of
these investments. Nor is there any
information on investments in the island outside of the ZED Mariel.

Prospects for
Investment and Growth

Cuba’s Gross Capital Formation / Gross Domestic Product
ratio has been consistently below other Latin American and
Caribbean countries at least since 2009
Policies to Attract
Foreign Investment
The economic and social development guidelines approved by the VI
Congress of the CCP in April 2011
embraced foreign investment as a
complement to domestic investment in
fulfilling economic and social development plans. Consistent with the guidelines, the Cuban government passed
legislation in 2013 creating the Mariel
Special Development Zone (Zona Especial de Desarrollo Mariel, ZED Mariel) and in 2014 revising the overall
foreign investment law. Both of these
legislative initiatives created or enhanced economic incentives to attract foreign investment.
In the fall of 2014, the Cuban Ministry of Foreign Trade and Foreign Investment released a por tfolio of
projects for which Cuba was seeking
foreign investment; the por tfolio consisted of 246 projects, both within the
ZED Mariel and outside, for which

Cuba solicited foreign investment of
approximately $8.7 billion. As is the
norm, Cuba has been largely mum
with respect to foreign investment
flows that have resulted. The ZED Mariel webpage has dozens of news items
repor ting on visits from foreign delegations and playing up the advantages
of investing in the zone, but no information or statistics on investment projects actually consummated.
In the context of the announcement
in January 2016 of a $35 million investment in the ZED Mariel by BritishDutch multinational company Unilever
(that would produce personal and
homecare products in a joint venture
with Cuban corporation Intersuchel),
Cuban officials stated that there were
8 other projects authorized for operation in the Zone, including the joint
venture Bras-Cuba (cigarette producer with Brazilian capital), two Mexican
investors (meat products company
Richmeat and paint producer Devox

As has been documented in the first
par t of this essay, Cuba's investment in
productive capacity that would generate future economic growth has been
chronically insufficient for many years if
not decades. Minister of Economics
and Planning Murillo informed the National Assembly at the close of 2015,
that a boost to investment was planned for 2016 -- an increase of nearly
14% to 7,841 million pesos from 6,900
million pesos in 2015. While this is a
significant positive step, it would mean
a GCF/GDP ratio of 8.2% for 2015
and 9.2% for 2016, still extremely low
by any standards. It is not clear if the
investment figure for 2016 announced
by Minister Murillo includes an expected foreign investment component, but
we assume that it does not and refers
to national investment.
Undoubtedly, the posture that Cuba
has taken in trying to attract foreign
investment, combined with the thaw in
diplomatic and economic relations
with the United States since December 2014, are generating a great deal
of interest by U.S. and foreign businessmen in investing in Cuba. This is
palpable from the number of delegations visiting the island and the number
of expressions of investment interest
that are being repor ted by Cuban officials. Whether or not this enthusiasm
results in actual investments is the
great unknown.
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One of the principal investment projects
in Cuba in the last few years is the construction of a container shipping terminal at the Mariel Special Economic
Zone. The main investments to date of
this $900 million project relate to construction of port facilities and of land
transportation access infrastructure.
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journalists who have taken Cuba's pulse for an extended
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world of business in the U.S. as well as in Cuba, and

lawyers who are able to navigate the peculiar Cuban
legal environment.
It is important to listen to experts particularly at a time
when Cuba is attempting to reform its economic system
to improve efficiency and create sustainable economic
growth that improves the standard of living of the population.
Frank, clear, and independent analysis and opinions are
needed, based on the most recent information available.
The experience and authority that The Havana Consulting Group offers fills this gap.
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